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1. Introduction. This paper treats the semi-group associated
with the Cauchy problem for the equation

(1) Ou/Ot=A() for t>O and

through the difference scheme
( 2 ) h-(u(t+ h, x)- u)

N-- L-2((u(t, x/Let))--2(u)+(u(t, x--Lei))},
i=l

(e,--(O, ...,0,1, O, ..., 0))
where ql is a differentiable function on R with (0)=0 such that ’ is
non-negative and bounded on every finite sub-interval of R. The
convention
( 3 ) C(t)f(x)-(f(xWte)+f(x-te))/2 (i--l, ..., N)
enables us to rewrite (2) as

N

( 2 )’ h-l(u(t+h, x)-u(t, x))-- 2L-2(C(L)--I)(u(t, x)),
i=l

and provides a strongly continuous cosine family C(t), t e R in a
Banach space L(R) with norm Ilo II for each fixed i. For cosine
families in Banach spaces, see [7] for example.

The Cauchy problem for (1) arises in mathematical models of
many physical situations. The semi-group approaches to (1) in L(R)
were made by Benilan, Brezis and Crandall (see [2], [4]). The method
is essentially based on their theory on the semi-linear equation qi-’(u)
-Au-f developed in [1]. But, our method is more constructive and
provides applications to numerical analysis for (1). Indeed, our main
task is to show that

I--2 , 2L-2(C(L) I) converges in L’(R) as L ; 0.

2. Main results. Consider the operator C defined by
N

4 ) Cu=u+h 2L-2(C(L)-I)(u),
where h, L0 and L=2Nh sup ’(r) for an integer m. Let A be,
for each i, the infinitesimal generator of the strongly continuous cosine
family C(t), t e R in L’(R) defined by (3), and let A be the smallest
closed extension of ,__A in L’(R). We are concerned with a gener-
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alization A in L’(R) of A defined by

Au=(u) for u e D(A),
D(At) {u e L(R) L(R) (u) e D()}.

Theorem. At is a dissipative operator with domain D(A) dense
in L(R) satisfying the range condition"
( 5 ) R(I-A) L(R) L(R) for > 0.

For every 2> 9 and u e L(R) L(R) with u ]] gm
(6) (I-2h-(C-I))-u (I-2At)-u in L(R) as h $ .

Let S(t), tO be the contraction semi-group in L(R) generated
by A in the sense cf Crandall-Liggett. Then, Brezis-Pazy’s con-
vergence theorem [5, Theorem 3.2] is applicable to yield the result
that for u e L(R) L(R) with u]
( 7 ) C/u S(t)u in L(R) as h 0
uniformly on every finite sub-interval of [0, ). This formula enables
us to know some other properties of S(t), tO by means of C. A
similar result to (7) was obtained by [3] with C otherwise defined.

3. Lemmas. Let X be, for an integer m, the totality of
u e L(R) L(R) such that u] m.

Lemma 1. For each hO, C maps X into itself and satisfies
for every u, v e X

(i) ]Cu-Cv,u-v, (ii) Cu]u.
Proof. Since r-2NhL-(r) is no.mdecreasing in r e [-m, m] and

[r-s-2Nhi-((r)-(s))[+2NhL-[(r)-(s)]=]r-s] o.r r, s e [-m,
m], the lemma is clear from (4). Q.E.D.

Lemma 2. For each hO, A=h-(C-I) satisfies
N

(i) sgn (u).Aug 2L-(C(L)-I)(u)],
i=1

(ii) [ sgn(u).Auf(x)dxg sup ’(r).]]u]] ]Af]]
JR Irm

for every u e X, where f is an arbitrary function on R such that

f(x) C for x e R and Af e L(R).
Proof. Since A==2L-(C(L)-I)(.), (i) is clear. Multipli-

cation by f(x) and integration of (i) yield (ii). Q.E.D.
Lemma 3. is the infinitesimal generator of a linear contraction

semi-group T(t), t9 in L(R) represented by

( 8 ) T(t)u(x)= (4=t)-/ e--v)u(y)dy x]= x
and satisfies for every u e L(R)

(9) I- 2t-(C(t)-I) (I-A)- i g(R) t ; O.

Proof. T(t), t>O is given by T(t)=T(t)... T(t) with

which was suggested by attorini [6, . 92]. Since C(t) and
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commute for any t, s e R and i, ]-1, ..., N, the proof of the lemma
is simple and standard. Q.E.D.

From (8) we see that for every t0 and u, v e X
(10) f sgn (u-v).t-(T(t)-I)((u)-(v))dx9.

J

4. Proof of Theorem. Lemma 1 implies that for each h0,
J-(I-A)- exists and satisfies for every 0 and a given u e X
(11) Zu II-<_ u
(12) Zu(. + k)-Zu l[ <= u(. + k) u I1, k e R.
Replacing f(x) by (2]x]/p-1)(p>9) and u by Ju in Lemma 2, (ii),
we obtain

(13) [Ju]dx
J

gff luldx+4p-sup,rs’(r)’llull(ll+"ll+(X--1)ll+ 1),
Ixl>p/2

where is a very smooth function" R[9, 1] with values 0 or
and 1 or rl.

Let (h} be a sequence vanishing as n. Then, Lemmas 1 and
2 hold for all C defined by (4) with h=h, n=l, 2,.... Noting
(11)-(13) for J" and using the Frchet-Kolmogorov theorem, we can
prove that there is a sub-sequence denoted again by (h} such that Ju
converges to some u in L(R). But, the equality

I- 2 g-(c(g)-II -(J-)
=1

=- I-g-(c(g)-I) -I ()
together with (9) implies

(I-A)-2-(-) -((I-A)- I)(),
i.e. -2A= with D(A).

he dissiativeness of A follows from (10). he denseness of D(A)
can be roved by showing that for every e X there exists a sequence
{2} vanishing as such that (I-2Ao)- converges to in (R).
We have only to derive (11)-(18) with J relaeed by (I-2A)- and
to use the rgehet-Kolmogorov theorem again.
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